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Special Warfare in Strategic Perspective

In the face of adversaries exploiting regional social divisions by using special operations forces and intelligence services, and dwindling American appetite for intervention, the United States needs to employ a more sophisticated form of special warfare to secure its interests. Special warfare campaigns stabilize or destabilize a regime by operating “through and with” local state or nonstate partners, rather than through unilateral U.S. action. Special operations forces are typically the primary U.S. military forces employed, but successful campaigns depend on employing a broad suite of joint and U.S. government capabilities.1 The figure on this page differentiates special warfare from more familiar forms of conflict. Special warfare has particular relevance to the current global security environment as policymakers seek options short of large-scale intervention to manage both acute (e.g., Syrian civil war, Ukraine crisis) and chronic challenges (e.g., insurgency in the Philippines).

Special warfare fills the missing middle for exerting influence between the costly commitment of conventional forces and precision-strike options provided by drones, aircraft, missiles, and special operations forces’ direct action. The potential for escalation associated with precision-strike capabilities may render them too risky to employ in some circumstances (Gompert and Kelly, 2013), while in cases where the targeted regime’s core interests are involved, precision-strike options may be too little to compel desired changes in behavior (Daalder and O’Hanlon, 2000).2 Despite policymaker antipathy toward the costs and risks of intervention, observed and forecasted instability around the world will continue to create situations in which policymakers are forced to act to protect U.S. interests (National Intelligence Council, 2012). Special warfare provides these decisionmakers with an additional option that can help achieve interests and manage risks in some important cases.

Special warfare is not new. The United States has a long (and somewhat checkered) history of special warfare operations. Classic cases from the 1980s include U.S. support to the government of El Salvador against the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front Marxist insurgents and to the Mujahedeen in Afghanistan against the Soviets. In the former case, the U.S. military was restricted to providing no more than 55 advisors, who did not participate in combat operations. In the latter case, operations were conducted almost entirely from and through a third country, Pakistan (Coll, 2004; Persico, 1991). However, more than a decade of focus on counterterrorism, Iraq, and Afghanistan has atrophied U.S. special warfare campaign design skills in the military and appreciation for special warfare’s employment as a strategic tool in the policy community. We hope this report helps provide an intellectual framework for integrating the planning efforts of special operations and conventional forces for combatant commands, the U.S. State Department, the intelligence community, and policymakers.

The United States is not the only country with special warfare capabilities. Russia has recently been successful in exploiting a mix of coethnic sentiment, special operations activities, and conventional deterrence to annex Crimea and destabilize eastern Ukraine (Haddick, 2014). Some Baltic officials, sensitive to the presence of substantial Russian minorities in their own countries, are anxious over what might come next (Witte, 2014).

Local Partners and Special Warfare Campaigns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stabilizing Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counterinsurgency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign internal defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Main Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Warfare Campaigns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Partner Main Effort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destabilizing Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destabilizing effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconventional warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major combat operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Iran has skillfully employed its own special warfare capabilities as part of a long-term regional strategy, using state and nonstate proxies to advance its regional interests (Crist, 2012; Thomas and Dougherty, 2013). Iran’s actions in Syria, for example, have contributed to a vexing dilemma for the United States, in which both action and inaction threaten policy disaster—the former an Iraq-style quagmire and the latter an uncontrolled regionalization of Sunni-Shi’a sectarian conflict. The Syria dilemma is symptomatic of Iran’s broader efforts to establish a sphere of influence in the Middle East through mechanisms that ingrain instability in the structure of sectarian interrelations, exemplified by Iran’s patronage of clients such as Hezbollah and its Quds Force activities in Iraq and other Arab states. Coupled with its quest for nuclear capability, Iran risks a cascading proliferation of nuclear weapons in a deeply divided region. In the longer term, if Iran’s quest for and Russia’s exercise of nuclear deterrence and irregular influence are seen as successful asymmetric strategies for circumventing U.S. conventional dominance, other regional or aspiring global powers might adopt similar approaches to securing their interests.

The United States should consider employing special warfare campaigns to counter the aggressive employment of proxies by states competing for regional influence. Though there is no obligation for the United States to fight its adversaries symmetrically, adversaries are challenging the nation in ways difficult to credibly deter with conventional campaigns or precision strikes alone (Mueller, Martini, and Hamilton, 2013). If the United States were to rebalance its dependence on precision-strike, conventional, and special warfare capabilities, and how they are used to complement one another, it might constitute a change in strategic posture analogous to the shift from Eisenhower’s New Look dependence on massive nuclear retaliation for deterrence to Kennedy’s Flexible Response goal of deterring aggression at multiple levels of the escalation ladder (Morgan et al., 2008).

Our findings and recommendations are based on semistructured interviews with special warfare practitioners and researchers, observed military exercises, a review of relevant literature, country and theater campaign plans, case studies, and analysis of a data set of special warfare operations that our team constructed for this study (see Madden et al., forthcoming).

Characteristics of Special Warfare
Special warfare campaigns, properly conducted, are far more than an activity for special operations forces. They involve the comprehensive orchestration of U.S. government capabilities to advance policy objectives. Special warfare campaigns have six central features:

- Their goal is stabilizing or destabilizing the targeted regime.\(^3\)
- Local partners provide the main effort.
- U.S. forces maintain a small (or no) footprint in the country.
- They are typically of long duration and may require extensive preparatory work better measured in months (or years) than days.
- They require intensive interagency cooperation; the Department of Defense (DoD) may be subordinate to the Department of State or Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).\(^4\)
- They employ “political warfare” methods to mobilize, neutralize, or integrate individuals or groups from the tactical to strategic levels.

The term political warfare has fallen out of fashion since the end of the Cold War, and so bears some explanation. George Kennan defined it in 1948 as “all the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives” (quoted in Rudgers, 2000), though perhaps it should be read as “short of conventional or nuclear war.” In many ways, the concept of political warfare fits within Joseph S. Nye’s concept of “smart power” (Nye, 2011). Activities range from influence operations and political action to economic sanctions and coercive diplomacy. These definitions and examples are so broad as to be near all-encompassing, but a defining feature of these activities is their influence on the political coalitions that sustain or challenge power. Political warfare might be thought of as the art of making or breaking coalitions. Historically, U.S. special operations forces have found their comparative advantage in political warfare at the tactical level (retail politics), while other government agencies have found theirs at the strategic level. It is the political warfare element of special warfare campaigns that requires intensive interagency collaboration, creating situations where the joint force may be supporting an effort led by the State Department or CIA.

Strategic Advantages
Some advantages of special warfare include:

- **Improved understanding and shaping of the environment.** Special warfare, executed through intelligence or select military activities, can improve U.S. contextual understanding of potential partners and the situation on the ground before the United States commits to a course of action. In the longer term, special warfare also expands the community of U.S. government experts on an area of interest. As the operating environment is better understood, the United States can engage stakeholders, assess their compatibility with U.S. interests, and selectively augment their capacity. What the special operations forces community refers to as preparation of the environment activities are thought by special warfare practitioners to be key to achieving these effects (Mazzetti, 2013).\(^5\)
• **Cost-imposing strategies.** Special warfare’s small-footprint approach allows the United States to pursue cost-effective, cost-imposing strategies, forcing opponents to spend disproportionate amounts to defend against friendly capabilities. The United States has been on the wrong end of the cost exchange equation in recent years (e.g., counterinsurgency to deny al Qaeda sanctuary and the air-sea battle to counter anti-access/area-denial threats), and special warfare can help reverse this.

• **Managed escalation and credibility risk.** Given a decision to intervene, policymakers could use special warfare to avoid making commitments beyond U.S. interests. However, decisionmakers must carefully assess the escalation criteria and the options of adversaries and their external partners. Assessing the adversary’s (and America’s own) likely escalation behavior is fraught with uncertainty, not least because adversaries may not understand how their own preferences may change as the situation evolves (e.g., jingoistic pressure from domestic constituents).

• **Sustainable solutions.** Sustainability has two components: fiscal and political. Special warfare’s small-footprint approach can be more fiscally and politically sustainable than alternatives when underlying sources of conflict cannot be resolved in the short term, preserving core U.S. interests at costs that the nation is willing to bear. From a host nation or coalition political perspective, commanders can also use special warfare’s partner-centric approach to design campaigns around a partner’s core interests, rather than hoping to transform them in ways that have frequently proven to be ephemeral.

**Limits and Risks**

As noted earlier, special warfare campaigns are characterized by operations in which the local partner provides the main effort. This dependency on partners carries a set of risks and limitations, as do other characteristics of special warfare. These include:

• **Divergent partner objectives.** A U.S. partner may have core objectives that conflict with those of the United States, or the partner may simply prioritize them differently. Assessments before and during campaigns are necessary to ensure that the partnership is still an appropriate vehicle for advancing U.S. policy goals. U.S. policymakers need to be prepared to terminate efforts if partner objectives diverge too much from U.S. objectives. This is much easier to do in a special warfare campaign than a conventional one.

• **Ineffective partner capability.** The opponent’s level of capability and operational tempo relative to the partner’s may render special warfare solutions ineffective within the required time horizon. If U.S. strategic objectives include regime change within a few months, but the prospective partner’s guerrilla capability will require a year to mature, unconventional warfare may be more appropriate as a supporting effort to a conventional campaign, rather than the campaign’s main effort. Appropriate peacetime shaping efforts (e.g., building partner capacity) can help mitigate this risk.

• **Unacceptable partner behavior.** Some partners may behave in ways that transgress America’s normative standards (e.g., respect for human rights) and undermine their own sources of legitimacy. These risks can be mitigated through monitoring, screening, and institutional reform, but they should also be weighed against the policy goals driving the intervention.

• **Policy fratricide.** If special warfare campaigns are not carefully integrated into a holistic U.S. policy toward the targeted country (e.g., through geographic combatant command, country team, and National Security Council staff coordination), U.S. efforts can either turn into direct conflict (e.g., between diplomatic and military lines of effort) or become out of balance. As an example, disproportionate resourcing of military capacity building might undermine longer-term democratization efforts by making the military the only credible institution in a state where the United States is conducting foreign internal defense (e.g., Panama in the 1980s) or in a third country through which it is resourcing an unconventional warfare effort (e.g., growth of Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence during the 1980s). Even if efforts are well integrated to support a unified national policy for the targeted country, the exposure of covert activities might lead to inadvertent escalation with another state or degrade popular perceptions of U.S. respect for national sovereignty among key population segments.

• **Disclosure.** The global proliferation of information technology erodes the ability to keep covert activities covert. This proliferation is problematic considering the behavior of prospective covert operators (e.g., on Facebook) and third parties (e.g., Sohaib Athar’s tweets during the raid on Osama bin Laden’s compound, crowd-sourced analysis of YouTube videos in conflict areas) and the capabilities of targeted states (e.g., biometric capabilities). A variety of tactical and technical behaviors and investments can be adopted to mitigate these risks. Even then, unauthorized disclosures (Edward Snowden’s are perhaps the most famous) can place the secrecy of operations at risk.

---

Special warfare campaigns are characterized by operations in which the local partner provides the main effort. This dependency on partners carries a set of risks and limitations, as do other characteristics of special warfare.
Though the United States might avoid some of these risks by acting unilaterally, it then loses the strategic advantages identified earlier.

Employing Special Warfare Campaigns for Strategic Challenges

Consideration of the primary missions of the U.S. armed forces identified in the defense strategic guidance (U.S. Department of Defense, 2012) and the characteristics and history of special warfare led us to identify eight campaign types that might address several current strategic challenges. These campaign types do not exhaust the ways that special warfare can be employed to address these strategic challenges, but we offer them to illustrate scenarios that could be used for contingency and force planning.

- **Defensive hybrid guerrilla warfare.** Deter revisionist states with the prospect of fighting against a protracted insurgency armed with high-end tactical weapons and operational depth. This concept borrows from Hezbollah’s performance in 2006, Russia’s 1994 experience in Grozny (Oliker, 2001), and Switzerland’s and Finland’s Cold War strategies for defense against the Soviet Union (Luttwak, 1980/1981). Related mission: Deter and defeat aggression.

- **Support to conventional power projection.** Employ non-state actors to disrupt a targeted state’s anti-access/area-denial capabilities (e.g., Baloch or Kurds in Iran). Related mission: Project power despite anti-access/area-denial challenges.

- **Support to distant blockade.** Degrade a peer competitor’s access to overseas resources on which its economic growth and political stability depend. This might be accomplished by facilitating labor strikes in mining operations, or insurgent interdiction of oil pipelines, in third countries supporting the peer competitor. Related mission: Project power despite anti-access/area-denial challenges.

- **Covert foreign internal defense for eliminating weapons of mass destruction.** When a public relationship of a U.S. partner state is problematic because of the partner state’s domestic politics, covert security force assistance could be directly provided to the partner state to strengthen the security of its weapons of mass destruction assets. Security of these assets could also be improved indirectly by employing unilateral U.S.-sponsored networks. Related mission: Counter weapons of mass destruction.

- **Counterproliferation against a global network.** Interdict and degrade the global proliferation of black markets and front companies (e.g., North Korea’s Office 39). If a third country refused to take action against a front company producing nuclear-related industrial equipment, the United States could consider sabotaging equipment in production. Related mission: Counter weapons of mass destruction.

- **Foreign internal defense in a fractured state.** Build governance and security capacity in a state with multiple competing sources of authority and legitimacy (e.g., Somalia, Yemen). Related mission: Conduct stability and counterinsurgency operations.

- **Building a regional security exporter.** Stabilize a partner nation through security and economic assistance in order to enable its regional engagement as a security provider (e.g., operations to counter the Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda to enable Uganda to deploy its forces to other regional hot spots). Related mission: Provide a stabilizing presence.

- **Countergenocide unconventional warfare.** Organize, train, and equip for self-defense and evasion social groups that are targeted for genocide by the incumbent regime (e.g., Sudan). Related mission: Conduct humanitarian, disaster relief, and other operations.

**Conclusion**

When the United States seeks to achieve its goals through special warfare, it will require a different conceptual model to design and conduct campaigns from what it is accustomed to. This is because special warfare works principally through local actors, employs political warfare methods, and requires the integration of a much broader suite of U.S. government agency capabilities than are typically envisioned in conventional campaigns (e.g., economic sanctions). Special warfare is not, in military parlance, purely a shaping effort, which implies either an effort to prevent or set the conditions for success in conflict. Nor is it purely a supporting effort to conventional campaigns. It is a way of achieving strategic goals, and given recent trends in security threats to the United States and its interests, special warfare may often be the most appropriate way of doing so. As a result, the U.S. national security community needs to begin thinking seriously about special warfare capabilities, authorities, and options in strategic and operational planning.
NOTES

1 Special warfare consists of “activities that involve a combination of lethal and nonlethal actions taken by a specially trained and educated force that has a deep understanding of cultures and foreign language, proficiency in small-unit tactics, and the ability to build and fight alongside indigenous combat formations in a permissive, uncertain, or hostile environment,” and “represents special operations forces conducting combinations of unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, and/or counterinsurgency through and with indigenous forces or personnel” (U.S. Department of the Army, 2012).

Unconventional warfare consists of “activities conducted to enable a resistance movement or insurgency to coerce, disrupt, or overthrow a government or occupying power by operating through or with an underground, auxiliary, and guerrilla force in a denied area” (U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2014).

Foreign internal defense “is the participation by civilian and military agencies of a government in any of the action programs taken by another government or other designated organization, to free and protect its society from subversion, lawlessness, insurgency, terrorism, and other threats to their security. . . . The focus of US [foreign internal defense] efforts is to support the [host nation] HN’s internal defense and development (IDAD). . . . It focuses on building viable institutions that respond to the needs of society” (U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2010).

Also see Cleveland (2013) and Tompkins and Crosset (2012).

2 Direct action is orthogonal to the special warfare construct in the figure because it does not have a doctrinally defined effect on regime stability, though in practice, direct action missions (e.g., leadership decapitation) could be used as part of a special warfare campaign.

3 They may also target a collection of regimes or a particular region.

4 The CIA led the 2001 unconventional warfare campaign against the Taliban, with support from DoD (Mazzetti, 2013). The covert foreign internal defense campaign in Laos was managed by the CIA, with intense oversight by the U.S. ambassador, and support from DoD and the United States Agency for International Development (Blaufarb, 1972).

5 An ambassador may have legitimate concerns over the potentially negative impact on diplomatic relations if a third party were to disclose the conduct of preparation of the environment activities. See the discussion on policy fratricide and disclosure.

6 The notion that special warfare campaigns’ escalation dynamics are simpler to manage than conventional or distant-strike campaigns is context dependent, but we offer the following evidence and arguments. Distant-strike campaigns against a peer competitor suffer from a crisis instability problem, where each side has an incentive to strike first, and an ambiguity problem where a lack of knowledge over the disposition of strategic weapons (such as mobile nuclear ballistic missiles) may cause the targeted state to believe that the United States is escalating vertically beyond what is intended. Because special warfare campaigns unfold over a protracted time horizon, the same crisis instability problem does not hold. Conventional campaigns (here either major combat operations or counterinsurgency) suffer from much larger political sunk costs that create incentives for the gambling for resurrection phenomenon, which has been used to describe President Lyndon Johnson’s decision to escalate in Vietnam (Downs and Rocke, 1994). Empirical analysis of our data set (Madden et al., forthcoming) of special warfare campaigns found most outcomes indeterminate, meaning neither a decisive win nor loss at the operational level, and yet only in the case of South Vietnam was the conflict escalated into a conventional conflict. In the 1980s, Congress actually passed a law shutting down U.S. support to the Contras, indicating how different the political dynamics are governing special warfare campaigns when compared with other unpopular wars in which efforts in Congress to halt funding for the conflict became conflated with the emotive issue of support for U.S. troops (e.g., Iraq). Conversely, a U.S. unconventional warfare campaign supporting Tibet lasted decades without serious escalation risk or domestic political contestation.

7 Shortfalls in partner capability might include doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, and facilities. An example of a specific shortfall could be the inability to develop ideologically committed partner forces that will fight when placed in combat.

8 Though the proliferation of information technology has made keeping operations clandestine or covert more challenging, in other ways, it enables new opportunities for exercising influence activities and coming to a more nuanced appreciation of the operating environment.

9 North Korea’s Office 39 is responsible for illicit activities such as counterfeiting U.S. currency and participating in the illegal drug trade (Kan, Bechtol, and Collins, 2010).
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